
Anleitung: Galerierahmen mit Herzauschnitten
Instructions No. 1082

Decorate your walls with this timeless gallery frame made of MDF wood. Whether with photos in the frame cut-out or only with a noble Napkin - the frame will
attract numerous glances! The Napkin technique is easy and versatile to implement. Just try it out with our free handicraft instructions for Napkin technique . 

And it's that easy:

Which handicraft material do I need?

Besides the gallery frame and the napkin motif you need Napkin varnish, a napkin brush and VBS Hobby Color in the colours white and Grey Brown. 
To create the butterflies, use the motif straw silk and the metal plate, which is transformed into the desired shape with the help of the mat and a pressing tool.
Small scattered roses underline the romantic character of this handicraft 
Other helpful tools are scissors for cutting the Napkin, Straw silk paper and sheet metal/metal plate, painting sponges and hot glue. With tape-Ribbon, a
beautiful Cord and a Web tape you decorate the frame edge 

How do I tinker with the Napkin technique the gallery frame? 

First the frame is disassembled. The individual parts are primed white and reassembled after drying. The motif straw silk is cut in such a way that the motif
can also be seen on the recessed heart surfaces and can be glued on with the help of Napkin glue and brush. The spaces in between, which were not covered
with motif straw silk, are now filled with a mixture of the grey-brown and white VBS Hobby Color shades. The gallery frame is now put aside to dry 

To make the butterflies, they are first cut out of Napkin with scissors and applied to the metal with Napkin technique . Then this is pressed with a pressing tool
on the mat into the desired shape. Glue the scattering roses in the middle of the butterfly and fix them with hot glue on the gallery frame as desired. Finally,
glue Jute ribbon in a matching colour onto the edge of the gallery frame with tape and finish the gallery frame. 

Article number Article name Qty
560085-68 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlGrey Brown 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
570183-02 VBS Leaf metal, 40 sheetsSilver coloured 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
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